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ing. I mean, it’s life- coolant, and one third
changing.
In hybrid goes out the exhaust. “So,
space, we question every- we have to look at it as if
thing.”
it’s broken. Now the
Harpster explained that question then becomes:
engines were first made a How do we fix it?"
hundred years ago which
He asks, “What would
Continued from page 1C.
Steven M. Nesbit
was a good thing, but he those people from the
Staff Reporter/Dillsburg Banner
thing is that engines 1920s do if they were
do. We lay out the pieces bad
have
been improved around today? If they
and eventually the small since not
they
were first de- were beginning to design
group advances to the ve- signed a hundred
years an engine today and had
hicle development center. ago. Back then, people
seen the cars of toUsually, there’s an idea made decisions about en- never
day,
would
we be doing
guy, and then the small gines and since that time, things differently?"
Mike
group breaks down the
(Mike
called
it
the
“why
Harpster
wants
to
do
his
ideas.”
fix
it
if
it
ain’t
broken”
part.
“My
goal
is
not
to
Mike worked on the mentality?), there’s been see what’s the highest levhybrid architecture about no changes.
el I can achieve at GM.
eight years ago. “I was
“When
I
was
working
been working there
fortunate to be able to be in hybrid space, every- I’ve
for
eighteen
years, and it’s
in the room where the thing was new. It’s re- more exciting
to me now
most brilliant people in the freshing; however, for than when I first
began."
world were seated. It was some reason, we never
During
his
career
he’s
outstanding. I love the questioned the engine be- had five or six different
idea of going into fertile fore. How could the en- jobs. Every two to three
ground and doing things gine be good if two thirds years he gets a new job.
that people have never of the fuel in every car He has worked on engines
been done before. We that’s on the road today is and transmissions, and
ended up being pretty pro- being wasted?" He ex- he’s actually worked three
In 1964, Murray Schisgal scored a
lific. The four of us plained that one third of years on the planning
Broadway hit with his farce called LUV.
patented the Chevy Volt. the fuel goes into the phase of the business side
I directed that comedy years later. I
That’s what’s really excitloved it. In an interview, Schisgal was
of operations; and he was
asked why he spelled the title L-U-V
the assistant chief engiwhich may be the first time that spelling
neer in charge of taking
Playing 20 Questions Continued from 1C
was ever used. He replied, “The emotheir project to production.
tion of love has been perverted and mis“I went from being in
used to such an extent that it can only be
charge
of
a
small
group
to
7. What was one of your proudest accomplishdefined by using another word.” He anbeing
in
charge
at
the
next
ments? Leading the team that invented the
swered, “L-u-v is the perversion of l-olevel. So basically, I went
drive system for the Chevrolet Volt. I was
v-e.”
from being in the idea
awarded GM’s Boss Ketterring Award - GM’s
The use of the word love has spigroup to the production
raled out of control, and Schisgal recoghighest technical award.
group. Since I knew the
nized that almost fifty years ago. We
math, I moved to the head
8. What type of music do you enjoy? I’m always
love french fries; we love purple; we
of the production group.
changing. Currently listening to John Cougar
love movies; we love the Ravens; we
You get to be the boss
Melloncamp and Pink.
love school; we love horror movies; we
when you know more
love texting, and on and on and on.
about
the
product
than
the
9. What TV shows did you watch as a kid? Happy
It’s ironic that Schisgal’s definition
people
who
work
for
you."
Days.
of love used in the play is the best conMike recently went
crete definition of an abstract word I’ve
back to research. Why?
10. What your idea of relaxation? Being at the
ever heard. People say “love” can’t be
“Because when you’re
beach.
defined. What do you think of this defready to turn the crank,
11. A favorite quote? “I’m only concerned about
inition? “Love is a gradual developyou really don’t want to be
ment based on physical attraction, comthe future because I’m going to spend the rest
changing ideas. It’s like
plimentary careers, and simple social
of my life in it." - Boss Ketterring
eating your own soup," he
similarities.” I love it.
said. “I do miss working
12. Three words that describe you? Dedicated,
According to my communications
with the people directly.
hardworking, honest.
textbook by DeVito (2011), there are six
These are some of the best
types of love, but first: below is a short
minds in the entire world."
13. Something that’s always in your refrigerator?
true-false test that may answer “What
So,
it’s
back
to
the
fuParmesan cheese and pickled eggs. I eat them
Kind of Lover Are You?" Do you beture for Mike after visiting
for breakfast.
lieve the statement to be a generally achis family and hometown
curate representation of your attitudes
recently. “I currently have
14. Who’d you like to be stuck in an elevator with?
about love or not?
my
dream
job
as
the
direcAn elevator repair man or Newt Gingrich and
tor
of
propulsion
systems
Bill Clinton (as a pair).
1. My lover and I
research at General Mohave the right
15. Hop on a time machine, where would you go? I tors. I am responsible for
physical “chemleading all research and
would go forward in time: At least 100 years in
istry” between
development
globally
for
the future because you can see what your
us.
conventional
and
electrigrandchildren will be living through, and unforfied
propulsion
systems.
tunately, you can see the consequences of
2. My lover
In simpler terms, I am in
what’s taking place today.
and I really uncharge of all the research
derstand each
at GM on engines, trans16. What’s your favorite aroma other than petroleother.
missions,
highbred
sysum?
<no answer>
tems, electric motors, and
3. When my lover gets too dependent
17. What is your idea of exercise? I ride an exerpower electronics. I can’t
on me, I want to back off a little.
talk much about what
cise bike 3 days a week and lift weights at the
we’re
working
on,
but
I’m
gym.
4. I believe what my lover doesn’t know
really looking forward to
18. What makes you angry? People that are more seeing the execution of the
about me won’t hurt him/her.
interested in themselves than the job that they
great technologies we are
5. I expect to always be friends with my
developing for future cars.
do, or people motivated what by what’s in it for
lover.
I
see
GM
changing
the
auhim - you know, improving their situation.
tomotive landscape. My
19. What talent would you like to have? I’d like to
6. Our love is a really deep friendship,
personal focus is to connot a mysterious, mystical emotion.
be able to read music.
tinue reducing emissions
and
greenhouse
gases
and
20. How would you like to be remembered? As a
7. An important factor in choosing my
figuring out how to make
good husband and father, and also for putting
lover was whether he/she would be a
our planet a better place."
great propulsion systems into production at
good parent.

Where are
they now?

Seasonal Seasonings

GM.

8. Choosing my lover, I believed it was
best to love someone with a similar
background.

Mastering Gardening
Continued from page 2C.

variety that you simply
can't discourage. Will
grow in soil or water, any
location or any temperature." What's not to love
about a plant that adaptable?
If this plant has one
failing it is the tendency to
lose lower leaves as it
grows taller. When the
leaves merely brown at the
tip, you can simply snip
off the end of the leaf to
mimic the natural angle of
the leaf. When the entire
leaf yellows, remove it.

Should the plant look ungainly with too much stem
exposed, simply cut off the
stem several inches below
the foliage and re-root in
water, then repot. The dracaena looks particularly
nice with two or three
plants of varying height in
one large pot, that way a
bare stem does not draw as
much attention to itself.
My final recommendation is a recent acquisition,
a plant which I haven't
grown before, but which
seems to be adapting nice-

ly to the dim conditions in
our dining room: a peace
lily, spathiphyllum. The
peace lily likes shade,
deep to partial, and dislikes direct sun. It requires
rich, moist soil and likes
more regular watering.
I've read that if you see the
peace lily's leaves wilting,
you know it is time to water. A plant that reminds
me to water it may fit in
well with my low-maintenance protocol. Time will,
of course tell, if it's "indestructible."
You can contact Margaret with thoughts or
comments
at
Margarite@dillsburgbanner.net.

9. When my lover doesn’t pay attention
to me, I feel sick all over.
10. I can’t relax if I suspect that my
lover is with someone else.
11. I would suffer myself rather than let
my lover suffer.
12. When my lover gets mad at me, I
still love him/her fully and unconditionally.
How’d you do? This scale by Hendrick and Hendrick (1990), is based on
the work by Lee (1976). This scale is
designed to enable you to identify your
own beliefs about love. The statements

Ludic love seeks entertainment and
excitement and sees love as fun, a game.
When the partner is no longer interesting enough, it’s time to change.
Storge love is a peaceful and tranquil love. It’s a gradual process of unfolding thoughts and feelings and is
sometimes difficult to distinguish from
friendship.
Pragma love is practical and traditional and seeks compatibility and a relationship in which important needs and
desires will be satisfied. The pragma
lover relies not so much on feelings as
on logic.
Manic love is an obsessive love that
needs to give and receive attention and
affection. When an expression of increased commitment is not returned, reactions such as depression, jealousy, and
self-doubt can lead to extreme lows.
Agapic love is compassionate and
selfless. Jesus, Buddha, and Gandhi
practiced and preached this unqualified
love--a love
that is offered without concern for personal reward or
gain and without
any expectation that
love will be reciprocated.
So, if you look back at the 12 truefalse statements, the first two are characteristic of eros love; the next two of
ludic love and so forth. Like friendships, romantic partners come in different styles as well.
Valentine’s Day on Thursday means
it’s a Valentine’s Day weekend. Seize
the opportunity. I hope each and every
one of you can take a few minutes out of
your busy lifestyle to show and tell the
people that you really care about how
important they are in your life. Last
year, I suggested giving the big three: a
thoughtful card, a nice traditional gift
like flowers or candy, and an intimate
dinner at the appropriate restaurant.
And a bonus, don’t forget the “something special". It doesn’t have to be expensive, it just has to be from the heart.
This is the perfect time for you to practice random acts of kindness. Honored
poet, Nikki Giovanni reminds us that
“We love because it’s the only true adventure."

Enjoy laughter with good
friends, delicious food and
fun activities . . .

General and Cosmetic Dentistry - Lumineers, Bleaching - Dental Implants
- Periodontics - Orthodontics - Invisalign Available

. . . while we take care of
everything else.

Jeffrey M. Klein, D.D.S.
N Jonathan S. Klein, D.M.D.
N Barry C. Klein, D.M.D
N

200 N. Baltimore Street,
Dillsburg, PA 17019

above relate to the six types of love.
Here they are:
Eros love seeks beauty and sensuality and focuses on physical attractiveness, sometimes to the exclusion of
qualities that others might consider
more important. The erotic lover often
feels unfulfilled.
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